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Abstract Because of the sharp development of (commercial) MILP software and
hardware components, pseudo-polynomial formulations have been established as a
viable tool for solving cutting and packing problems in recent years. Constituting
a natural (but independent) counterpart of the well-known cutting stock problem,
the one-dimensional skiving stock problem (SSP) asks for the maximal number of
large objects (specified by some threshold length) that can be obtained by recomposing a given inventory of smaller items. In this paper, we introduce a new arcflow
formulation for the SSP applying the idea of reflected arcs. In particular, this new
model is shown to possess significantly fewer variables as well as a better numerical
performance compared to the standard arcflow formulation.
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1 Introduction
We consider a threshold length L ∈ N, and m ∈ N item types that are specified by
their length li and frequency (of occurence) bi (i ∈ I := {1, . . . , m}). Then, the onedimensional skiving stock problem (SSP) requires to recompose the given items in
order to obtain a maximal number of objects each having a length at least L. OrigiJohn Martinovic (B) · Guntram Scheithauer
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nating from applications in paper recycling [7], such objectives are of high interest in
industrial production [2, 14] and wireless communications [8] as well. The problem
under consideration was introduced in [1] for the special case of highly heterogeneous input lengths and very small quantities bi (i ∈ I), respectively, and originally
termed as the dual bin packing problem. Its current name goes back to Zak [14],
who presented a first pattern-based modelling approach for arbitrary frequencies.
Although this model is conjectured to possess a very tight LP relaxation, similiar to
the cutting context [6, 10, 12, 13], the number of variables is exponential with respect to the number of items. Consequently, pseudo-polynomial models for the SSP
have been established in literature [9] and were shown to exhibit an equally good
relaxation. For a long time, research on these alternative formulations for discrete
optimization problems was rather theoretically motivated; but especially after the
publication of the famous book [11] by Nemhauser and Wolsey, also computational
aspects (e.g., the strength of the considered models) became a central concern in IP
modeling. In recent years, the sharp development of (commercial) MILP software
and the rapid progress in terms of powerful hardware components have successively
increased the scientific importance of pseudo-polynomial formulations for the solution of cutting and packing problems.
In this article, we introduce a new graph-theoretical ILP formulation for the SSP
that is based on the idea of reflected arcs originally presented in [5]. The main novelty of this approach is to only consider half of the bin capacity (i.e., a significantly
reduced set of vertices), so that any pattern is decomposed into two subpaths being
connected by a reflected arc. Thereby, the number of arcs of the arcflow graph can
be decreased considerably compared to the original formulation [9].
In the next section, we briefly review the standard arcflow approach for the SSP.
Afterwards, the improved formulation and some related theoretical properties are
presented. Then, the computational performance of both models is compared based
on randomly generated instances. Finally, we summarize the main ideas of this paper and give an outlook on future research.

2 The Arcflow Model
Let E = (m, l, L, b) with l = (l1 , . . . , lm )> ∈ Z+ and b = (b1 , . . . , bm )> ∈ Z+ denote an instance of the SSP. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
L > l1 > l2 > . . . > lm ≥ 1 is satisfied. Any combination of items is represented
by a vector a = (a1 , . . . , am )> ∈ Zm
+ (with ai ∈ Z+ counting the items of type
i ∈ I), and is referred to as a pattern whenever l > a ≥ L holds. Note that considering the set P? (E) of minimal patterns (where each appearing
item is in
deed necessary to ensure l > a ≥ L) is sufficient. Let v̄ := max l > a a ∈ P? (E)
describe the maximal length of a minimal pattern. Then, the graph G = (V , E )
with E = {(p, q) ∈ V × V | p < L, q − p ∈ {l1 , . . . , lm }} and V = {0, 1, . . . , v̄} can
be used to model the SSP. Here, an arc (p, q) ∈ E indicates the positioning of an
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item of length q − p = l j ∈ {l1 , . . . , lm } at vertex p ∈ V . For this approach, different
improvements have been discussed in the literature – most importantly the theory
of normal patterns or raster points [3, 4] (restricting V to only feasible combinations of the item lengths), and symmetry reductions by considering monotonically
decreasing paths [9] – leading to a simpler graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), in general. Let x pq
denote the flow along the arc (p, q) ∈ E 0 ; then the arcflow model [9] is given by:
Arcflow model of the SSP
zAF = max

∑

x0q

(0,q)∈A+ (0)

s.t.

x pq =

∑−

(p,q)∈A (q)

∑

∑+

xqr ,

q ∈ V 0 , 0 < q < L,

(1)

i ∈ I,

(2)

(p, q) ∈ E 0 .

(3)

(q,r)∈A (q)

x pq ≤ bi ,

(p,q)∈E(i)

x pq ∈ Z+ ,

Note that A− (q) and A+ (q) model the incoming and emanating arcs of vertex q ∈
V 0 , respectively, whereas E(i) collects all arcs referring to an item of length li .
Constraints (1) can be interpreted as a flow conservation, whereas conditions (2)
ensure that the given item limitations are respected. Thus, the objective function
maximizes the total flow within G 0 , that is, the total number of objects obtained.

3 The Reflect Arcflow Model
As explained in [5], the key idea of the improved approach is to start from the arcflow model, but to represent a bin by using half of its capacity twice. More specifically, each arc whose head would lie in the second half is reflectedinto the first half.
Since skiving stock patterns can exhibit any length Lt ∈ L := l > a a ∈ P? (E)
(which are identical to the sinks of G 0 ), we usually would have to cope with multiple reflection points Lt /2. Moreover, the elements of L are not known in advance
and, hence, cannot be used to efficiently implement a reflect graph. Due to these
difficulties, we introduce additional loss arcs in order to force any path (or pattern)
to have exactly the length L. Then, [5, Algorithm 7] (with some very minor adaptations to the new context) can be applied to build the reflect graph H := (U , A )
(for the SSP) with only one reflection point r := L/2. Indeed, we have that any arc
(u, v) ∈ E 0 (appearing in Sec. 2) with either u < v ≤ r is maintained as a standard arc
(u, v, s) ∈ A , or with u < r < v is transformed into a reflected arc (u, L − v, r) ∈ A ,
or with r ≤ u < v is not considered anymore. Finally, we add the loss arcs (d, e, l)
(to connect all nodes d, e, where e is the direct successor of d 6= 0) as well as the reflected arc (L/2, L/2, r), see Fig. 1 for an example. Observe that the effect of raster
points (as mentioned in Sect. 2) is noticed almost only at the beginning of the graph,
whereas it tends to be irrelevant for the second half of the vertices. Hence, the in-
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10

(10, 10, r)

Fig. 1 The reflect graph for the instance E = (3, (18, 16, 8), 20, (10, 10, 10)). An optimal solution
with zRE = 15 is given by ξ0,2,r = ξ0,4,r = ξ0,8,s = ξ2,4,l = ξ8,10,l = 10, ξ4,8,l = 20, and ξ10,10,r = −5.
The pattern a1 = (0, 2, 0)> is used 5 times, and can be recomposed by two paths of type (0, 4, r) →
(4, 8, l) → (8, 10, l) that are connected by the reflected arc (10, 10, r). The pattern a2 = (1, 0, 1)> is
used 10 times and consists of the subpaths (0, 2, r) → (2, 4, l) → (4, 8, l) and (0, 8, s).

troduced restriction to the node set also significantly reduces the number of arcs
compared to the original arcflow formulation.
Let us define U ? := U \ {0} and A ? := A \ {(L/2, L/2, r)}, and let ξdeκ denote
the flow along the generic arc (d, e, κ) ∈ A (where κ ∈ {s, r, l} is possible); then the
reflect arcflow model is given by
Reflect Arcflow Model of the SSP
zRE = max

∑

ξder

(d,e,r)∈A

s.t.

ξdes +

∑
(d,e,s)∈A : e−d=li

ξ0es +

∑
(0,e,s)∈A

ξdes +

∑
...

i ∈ I, (4)

ξder ,

∑

(5)

(d,e,r)∈A

ξe f l = . . .

∑
(e, f ,l)∈A

ξder +

∑
(d,e,r)∈A

∑

ξ0er = 2

∑
(0,e,r)∈A

(d,e,s)∈A

ξder ≤ bi ,

∑
(d,e,r)∈A : e=L−d−li

ξdel +

(d,e,l)∈A

ξdeκ ∈ Z+ ,
ξL/2,L/2,r ∈ Z.

∑

ξdel +

(d,e,l)∈A

∑
(d,e,r)∈A

ξder ≥

∑

∑

ξe f κ ,

e ∈ U ? , (6)

κ∈{r,s} (e, f ,κ)∈A

∑

ξe f l ,

e ∈ U ? , (7)

(e, f ,l)∈A

(d, e, κ) ∈ A ? , (8)
(9)

Since each unit of flow on a reflected arc (d, e, r) ∈ A refers to one single pattern,
the objective function maximizes the number of constructed patterns. Moreover,
conditions (4) require each item to be used at most bi times, whereas equation (5)
basically says that two subpaths (starting at v = 0) are needed per pattern (i.e., per
unit of flow on a reflected arc). Constraints (6) model the flow conservation at interior vertices: each flow entering a node through a standard arc has to be continued by
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a flow leaving the node through a standard or a reflected arc (classical flow conservation), or by a flow entering the node through a reflected arc (connection between
two subpaths), including the additional flow brought and removed by the loss arcs.
Note that a loss arc may only follow another loss arc or a reflected arc, see (7). One
particularity of this model is that we have to allow negative flows on the reflected
arc (L/2, L/2, r) to enable two reflected paths to be merged together. This is required when large items have to be packed together in the optimal solution, see Fig.
1. Altogether, modeling and generating the reflect arcflow formulation for the SSP
is more challenging than in the cutting scenario and requires (partly) independent
techniques.

4 Computational Results
In order to evaluate the computational behavior of both models, we randomly generated 20 instances each for different pairs (m, L) of input data (specified in Tab.
1) and collected the following averaged quantities: numbers of variables nvar and
constraints ncon , solution time t (in sec.). The item lengths and availabilities were
chosen from uniformly distributed integers li ∈ [L/10, 3/4 · L] and bi ∈ [1, 100], respectively. All our experiments were executed on a Quad-Core AMD A10-5800K
with 3.8 GHz and 16 GB RAM, using Gurobi 7.5.2 as ILP solver.
Table 1 Averaged computational results for different choices of (m, L)

t
L = 1000 nvar
ncon
t
L = 2500 nvar
ncon
t
L = 5000 nvar
ncon

m = 50
arcflow reflect
0.43
0.08
8689.95 1473.30
711.75 634.20
0.92
0.12
14265.60 1839.10
1486.00 1202.00
1.86
0.15
20405.10 2080.25
2496.05 1621.55

m = 100
m = 200
arcflow reflect
arcflow
reflect
2.11
0.32
10.07
2.20
23503.40 4729.10 62652.10 13253.75
871.80 954.90 1021.60 1163.80
7.86
0.55
36.07
5.05
47986.25 6822.55 126413.55 20922.00
1866.90 1883.60 2135.90 2470.70
20.41
1.02
101.62
9.13
74619.15 8377.60 210507.55 28205.00
3331.90 3094.00 3850.25 4290.10

Based on the data from Tab. 1, it can clearly be seen that the original arcflow model
is outperformed by the reflect formulation. Indeed, both models solved to proven optimality all attempted instances, but reflect has been much quicker. More precisely,
for any of the 180 tested instances, the new approach led to significant savings in
terms of variables (ranging from 77% to 92%, with an average of 85%) and solution
times (ranging from 50% to 97%, with an average of 87%). As regards the number
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of constraints, there is no clear relationship between the corresponding quantities.
On the one hand, our new approach allows for using much fewer flow conservation
constraints (in most cases only roughly 50% of the original number), whereas, on
the other hand, an additional set of constraints (see (7)) has to be included.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we investigated an improved arcflow formulation for the skiving stock
problem. The main idea of this approach is to only consider the first half of the
vertex set, and to model a pattern as the sum of two subpaths that are connected by
a reflected arc. As we have shown in the computational experiments, the new model
possesses significantly fewer variables and much better solution times compared to
the original formulation. Consequently, the reflect arcflow model may be seen as a
powerful tool for solving (large) instances of the SSP in reasonably short time.
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